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akingbehin daniel murphy(18 march 1994)
 
Hi my name is akingbehin daniel murphy.
I'm 18 years of age since i really
did
Any poems, but now i've got the
bug
Again. Most of my poems are
going to
Be about true subjects. There's
going
To be a mixture of other poems
too.
But i think a true story wins
every time.
So please check my poems and
tell me
What you think. And i promise i
will get better.
Best wishes.
Murphy
. Don't know really. I see
it as something fun and it brings
out as my english teacher used
to say 'your creative side' didn't
really knew i had one until she
said those words... really. I know
my poems aren't as good as old
Shakes (May he rest in peace,
amen)      I don't expect them to be.
Old shakes is my inspiration
since i knew how to say his
name. I love his poems and i
really recommend Hamlet, i love
that play, it's really good. If
there's someone who actually is
reading this thing i hope you
haven't noticed that i love to say
really... really. Love that word!
Sounds great and... I know i'm
answering a very important
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question while writing this. Yes i
am weird and for your
information, yes i am indeed
crazy. No not crazy, completely
out of my mind, insane, mad,
Loco! Hehe; D My friends refer me
as a 'mad genius'. But sadly
enough i'm trying to keep the
'mad' part out of this site, don't
want anyone to sue me... really.
In a normal situation i use to
curse a lot instead for using
brutal force. So as you see, NOT
A SINGEL CURSE! I'm actually
behaving now! Miracle! Haleluja.
Haleluja. Haleluja!
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&#304;F Only 4 A Moment
 
If only for a moment
Can we pretend we never parted.
Pretend you never went away
And that our Love was never
thwarted.
If only for a moment
Can we let this Love be dear.
Try remembering the good times
so i may forget all that I fear.
If only for a moment
Can i say you Loved me too.
Say that you cared for me
As much as I did you.
If only for a moment
Can we call us more than friends.
And when they ask if I still Love
you
I'll say more than 'It depends.'
If only for a moment
Can we say we never parted.
Just lie and say I never cried
Pretend this sadness never
started.
If only for a moment
Can we pretend you Love me too.
Cause it's only for a Lifetime
That I'm trapped in Love with you
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Christmas Lullabay
 
A Christmas Lullaby
Sleep, baby, sleep! The Mother
sings:
Heaven's angels kneel and fold
their wings.
Sleep, baby, sleep!
With swathes of scented hay Thy
bed
By Mary's hand at eve was
spread.
Sleep, baby, sleep!
At midnight came the shepherds,
they
Whom seraphs wakened by the
way.
Sleep, baby, sleep!
And three kings from the East
afar,
Ere dawn came, guided by the
star.
Sleep, baby, sleep!
They brought Thee gifts of gold
and gems,
Pure orient pearls, rich diadems.
Sleep, baby, sleep!
Thou who liest slumbering there,
Art King of Kings, earth, ocean,
air.
Sleep, baby, sleep!
Sleep, baby, sleep! The shepherds
sing:
Through heaven, through earth,
hosannas ring.
Sleep, baby, sleep!
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Friend
 
A broken heart he have seen
The looked in his eyes
he read my sadness
In my eyes which I try to hold my
tears
The way he looked in to my eyes
I knew that looked in his eyes
As he worries He Whispers softly
Why Are sad?
I stand still in silent voiceless we
stand
I was in tears
He held my hand
I pull it out of his
It doesn’t felt right
It doesn’t felt the same
How we used to be
I try to hold the tears till he went
The tears has fallen as he walk
out
We don’t belong to each other
Why does My soul deceiving
Oh god hear my Prays in tears
A prays that she loved you more
But why does my heart deceiving
When our loves doesn’t dies
reunite as one strangest
we slowly be a part
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Friendship Blessing
 
May you be blessed with good
friends
May you learn to be a good
friend to yourself.
May you be able to journey to
that place in your soul
Where there is great love,
ng and forgiveness
May this change you
May it transfigure that which is
negative, distant or cold in you
May you be brought into, the real
passion, kinship and affinity of
belonging.
May you treasure your friends
May you be good to them
And may you be there for them
And may you be there for them
May they bring you all the
blessings, challenges, truth and
light
That you need for your journey
May you never be isolated
But may you always be in the
gentle nest of belonging with
your  &quot;soul friend&quot;
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Good Friend
 
A broken heart he have seen
The looked in his eyes
he read my sadness
In my eyes which I try to hold my
tears
The way he looked in to my eyes
I knew that looked in his eyes
As he worries He Whispers softly
Why Are sad?
I stand still in silent voiceless we
stand
I was in tears
He held my hand
I pull it out of his
It doesn't felt right
It doesn't felt the same
How we used to be
I try to hold the tears till he went
The tears has fallen as he walk
out
We don't belong to each other
Why does My soul deceiving
Oh god hear my Prays in tears
A prays that she loved you more
But why does my heart deceiving
When our loves doesn't dies
reunite as one strangest
we slowly be a part
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Good Friend Indeed
 
A broken heart he have seen
The looked in his eyes
he read my sadness
In my eyes which I try to hold my
tears
The way he looked in to my eyes
I knew that looked in his eyes
As he worries He Whispers softly
Why Are sad?
I stand still in silent voiceless we
stand
I was in tears
He held my hand
I pull it out of his
It doesn't felt right
It doesn't felt the same
How we used to be
I try to hold the tears till he went
The tears has fallen as he walk
out
We don't belong to each other
Why does My soul deceiving
Oh god hear my Prays in tears
A prays that she loved you more
But why does my heart deceiving
When our loves doesn't dies
reunite as one strangest
we slowly be a part
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Good Friend Is A Gift
 
Among the great and glorious
gifts our heavenly Father sends,
Is the gift of understanding that
we find in loving friends,
For in this world of trouble that
is filled with anxious care,
Everybody needs a friend in
whom they're free to share,
The little secret heartaches that
lay heavy on their mind,
We seek our true and trusted
friend in the knowledge that
we'll find,
A heart that's sympathetic and an
understanding mind.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Smile
 
A SMILE
It cost nothing, but creates much.
It enriches those who receive,
without impoverishing those
who give.
It happens in a flash and the
memory of it lasts forever.
None are so rich they can get
along without it and none so
poor but are richer for its
benefits.
It creates happiness in the home,
fosters good will in a business,
and is the countersign of friends.
It is rest to the weary, daylight to
the discouraged, sunshine to the
sad, and nature's best antidote
for trouble.
Yet it cannot be bought, begged,
borrowed, or stolen, for it is
something that is no earthly
good to anybody till it is given
away!
If someone is to tired to give you
a smile, leave one of yours.
For, nobody needs a smile so
much as those who have none to
give.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Special World 4 Me And U
 
A Special World
A special world for you and me
A special bond one cannot see
It wraps us up in its cocoon
And holds us fiercely in its womb.
Its fingers spread like fine spun
gold
Gently nestling us to the fold
Like silken thread it holds us fast
Bonds like this are meant to last.
And though at times a thread
may break
A new one forms in its wake
To bind us closer and keep us
strong
In a special world, where we
belong.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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A Twilight Song
 
My loss of you will be a minor
thing,
unnoticing, the seasons yet will
flow
continue waltzing proud with
beauty
through the myriad months they
know.
And still will seeds long since
been sown,
give birth to buds of billowing
spring
for your death remains unknown
to the waking sun and the April
rain.
Your quiet passing will go
unobserved
by the boisterous birds and bees
of May,
and so will wide-eyed infant
squirrels
clamber around through our
backyard tree.
June will not cease, nor will July,
blithely unaware you don't exist.
Ambered autumn bows to
winter's bride
as if nothing significant is amiss.
Oh, there will perish with your
passing
little of beauty that is not your
own,
only the grace of common
flowers,
only the lilt of morning's song.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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About You
 
About You
Your touch is with me always,
It’s burnt into my skin,
As soft and warm as sun rays
When a summer day sets in.
Your soft voice never silent,
It’s forever in my ears,
Serenading every moment
And calming all my fears.
Your arms always enfold me,
The strength of angels wings,
They support and protect me
wholly
With the safety a true love brings.
While I can never repay you,
For the wonder you bring to my
life,
I can forever be true,
And forever be a true wife.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Always Here 4 U
 
Always Here For You
The door is always open
for you to come right in,
if you should ever need
the comfort of a friend
There’s a chair that’s always
empty,
it’s reserved just for you,
and if it’s just a hug you need,
I can do that too
I’m always here for you!
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Broken Heart
 
A broken heart he have seen
The looked in his eyes
he read my sadness
In my eyes which I try to hold my
tears
The way he looked in to my eyes
I knew that looked in his eyes
As he worries He Whispers softly
Why Are sad?
I stand still in silent voiceless we
stand
I was in tears
He held my hand
I pull it out of his
It doesn’t felt right
It doesn’t felt the same
How we used to be
I try to hold the tears till he went
The tears has fallen as he walk
out
We don’t belong to each other
Why does My soul deceiving
Oh god hear my Prays in tears
A prays that she loved you more
But why does my heart deceiving
When our loves doesn’t dies
reunite as one strangest
we slowly be a part
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Broken Hearted
 
A broken heart he have seen
The looked in his eyes
he read my sadness
In my eyes which I try to hold my
tears
The way he looked in to my eyes
I knew that looked in his eyes
As he worries He Whispers softly
Why Are sad?
I stand still in silent voiceless we
stand
I was in tears
He held my hand
I pull it out of his
It doesn’t felt right
It doesn’t felt the same
How we used to be
I try to hold the tears till he went
The tears has fallen as he walk
out
We don’t belong to each other
Why does My soul deceiving
Oh god hear my Prays in tears
A prays that she loved you more
But why does my heart deceiving
When our loves doesn’t dies
reunite as one strangest
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Chrismas Spirit
 
Put up a splash of Christmas
spirit
Put in a dash of love
Stir up the sounds ‘till you can
hear it
Sing out to those you love
Christmas, Christmas, you can fill
me
Up with Christmas cheer
Christmas, Christmas, you fulfill
my
Spirit every year
Toss up a mash of extra magic
Toss in a batch of love
Let up the lights with random
logic
Look out for sleighs above
Santa, Santa, can I have it
Please I’ve been so good
Santa, Santa, please I beg you
Please oh if you would
Get up a clash of Christmas color
Get in a catch of love
Set up and show the shiny decor
Shout out with Christmas love
Listen, listen, you can see it
Spirit everywhere
isten, listen, you can do it
Spread it out and share
Put up a splash of Christmas
spirit
Put in a dash of love
Stir up the sounds ‘till you can
hear it
Sing out to those you love
Christmas, Christmas, you can fill
me
Up with Christmas cheer
Christmas, Christmas, you fulfill
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my
Spirit every year
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Christmas Heart
 
, The
Christmas Heart
Let us remember that the
Christmas heart is a giving heart,
a wide open heart that thinks of
others first. The birth of the baby
Jesus stands as the most
significant event in all history,
because it has meant the
pouring into a sick world the
healing medicine of love which
has transformed all manner of
hearts for almost two thousand
years... Underneath all the
bulging bundles is this beating
Christmas heart.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Cradle Hymn
 
Cradle Hymn
Christian Christmas Poems
Hush, my dear, lie still and
slumber;
Holy angels guard thy bed;
Heavenly blessings without
number
Gently falling on thy head.
Sleep, my babe, thy food and
raiment,
House and home, thy friends
provide;
All without thy care, or payment,
All thy wants are well supplied.
How much better thou'rt
attended
Than the Son of God could be,
When from heaven He
descended,
And became a child like thee!
Soft and easy is thy cradle;
Coarse and hard thy Saviour lay,
When His birthplace was a stable,
And His softest bed was hay.
See the kindly shepherds round
him,
Telling wonders from the sky!
When they sought Him, there
they found Him,
With his Virgin-Mother by.
See the lovely babe a-dressing;
Lovely infant, how He smiled!
When He wept, the mother's
blessing
Soothed and hushed the holy
child.
Lo, He slumbers in His manger,
Where the honest oxen fed;
—Peace, my darling! here's no
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danger!
Here's no ox a-near thy bed!
Mayst thou live to know and fear
Him,
Trust and love Him all thy days;
Then go dwell forever near Him,
See His face, and sing His praise!
I could give thee thousand
kisses,
Hoping what I most desire;
Not a mother's fondest wishes
Can to greater joys aspire.
Written by akingbegn daniel mushy
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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D Night Of Ful Moon
 
O come with me into this
moonlight world.
The trees are large and soft
tonight,
With blossoms loaded soft and
white,
A cloud of whiteness furling and
unfurled.
The houses give their sounds
upon the air
In muted tones and secrecies,
Their lights like laughter through
the trees.
The evening breathes its vows
into our hair.
The evening puts its lips to throat
and brow
And swears what it has sworn
before
To others and will swear to
more.
The evening has its arms around
us now.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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D White Cotton
 
WHITE OF COTTON
Oh, the white of cotton sheets,
the perfect edge, the perfect
pleats
The dreary walls, the lonely halls,
the soft excruciating calls
I always gladly stood by you
through every test they put you
through
The chemicals, the painful nights,
the nightmare dreams and
stinging bites
But when I saw you lying there
so thin and weak, no voice, no
hair
Your chest, your head, your
thinning back were left in
radiation black
My eyes were not prepared to
view this dying man, this other
you
Who lived with me beneath blue
sky, and now a man too weak to
cry
And oh, the white of cotton
sheets, the tubes and needles,
rhythmic beats
Metallic bed, metallic sound, a
skimpy robe they tied around
My heart was not prepared to
see you tugging chains to set
you free
And oh, how much your eyes
beseech a nurse's button out of
reach
Never had I seen on earth
discomfort's torture on a berth
With sheets of alabaster white,
with ends and corners tucked in
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tight
Your rose was but a thorny bush,
a button there too weak to push
And all your pain I took as mine,
til morphine's regulation time
A bowl of soup you could not eat,
disturbing words you could not
speak
A skeleton between the threads
of sheets of white on metal beds
And every player played his part,
but no one had prepared my
heart
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Death Is Nothing At All
 
Death is nothing at all...
I have only slipped away into the
next room
I am I, and you are you...
Whatever we were to each other,
that we are still...
Call me by my old familiar name,
speak to me
in the easy way which you
always used.
Put no difference in your tone;
wear no forced air of solemnity
or sorrow.
Laugh as we always laughed
at the little jokes we enjoyed
together.
Play, smile, think of me, pray for
me.
Let my name be ever the
household word that it always
was.
Let it be spoken without effect,
without the ghost of a shadow
on it.
Life mean all that it ever meant.
It is the same as it ever was;
there is absolutely unbroken
continuity.
What is this death but a
negligible accident?
Why should I be out of mind
because I am out of sight?
I am just waiting for you, for an
interval.
Somewhere near, just around the
corner...
All is well.
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Death Is Nothing But A Pause
 
The life that I have is all that I
have,
The Life that I have is yours.
The love that I have of the life
that I have,
Is yours and yours and yours.
The sleep I should have the rest
that I should have,
Yet death will be but a pause.
For the peace of my years and
the long green grass,
Will be yours and yours and
yours.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Dream Of U
 
In my dream you give me a
chance
And I try my best to bring trust
back in you again
In my dream I can hold you your
hands
And try to pull you closer in every
way that I can
In my dream I wipe away your
teardrops
And create for you a new hope
In my dream I take you to go
shop
And the endless fun seems never
stop
In my dream I hold you tight
And keep you warm throughout
the night
In my dream you tell me 'Baby
don’t make me cry!
And don’t leave me like all these
other guys! '
In my dream you kiss me
tenderly
And it makes me feel so heavenly
In my dream I make you believe
And you can count everything on
me
In my dream I have all that
But when I awake- where’re you
at?
In my dream, I have all your T.L.C
When I awake, no one around
but just me…
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Dreams
 
Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.
Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with snow.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Game Tyme
 
Tyme 4 fun
take your calculator and play this
game.
(1)  type your shoe size
(2)  multiply by 5
(3)  add 50
(4)  then multiply by 20
(5)  add 1012
(6)  subract the year u were born:
you will get a four(4)   digit
first two(2)  is your
shoe size and the last two(2)   is
your age
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Giv Luv
 
Give Love to the children Children
need love everyday
Give love to the children Guide
them on their way
Love's like a burning flame
consumes all that stands in the
way
Love is the only power on earth
to take all the hatred away
GIVE LOVE TO THE CHILDREN set
the children free
To make their own decisions
then they will clearly see
Love is the sun the moon and the
stars love is a golden ring
Love is the one thing the whole
world desires be it beggar or
king
GIVE LOVE TO THE CHILDREN youth
has not long to stay
Love is a long term investment
the best you will find any day
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Give Love To Children
 
Give Love to the children Children
need love everyday
Give love to the children Guide
them on their way
Love's like a burning flame
consumes all that stands in the way
Love is the only power on earth
to take all the hatred away
Give Love to set the children free
To make their own decisions
then they will clearly see
Love is the sun the moon and the
stars love is a golden ring
Love is the one thing the whole
world desires be it beggar or king
Give Love to youth
has not long to stay
Love is a long term investment
the best you will find any day
Love like the rising sun takes all
the darkness away
Our children will tell their
children and their childrens
children will say
Give love to the children they are
our crock of gold
and if perchance they ever stray
they will come back to the fold
Give love to the children the
children of today
Give love to the children and love
will come to stay.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Graduation
 
Graduation Day is the climax of a
dream.
A parental dream that began
when a child is born,
And their hope come true it
would seem,
A triumph held after periods of
forlorn,
A feeling of pride and euphoria
years away
For a daughter or son -
Graduation Day.
It is a peak of success for the
graduate,
Not only for the graduate but
parents too.
A joyful event after many years
they had to wait,
Realizing the glorious thrill of a
dream come true,
A genuine smile accompanied by
a deep sigh,
Often a handkerchief in hand as
the class goes by.
Graduation is a deserving, hard
earned goal
With mortarboard and gown as
foretold,
A gratifying service of the mind
and soul
In a simple and beautiful
sheepskin told
That the graduate fulfilled the
educational rule.
At last, for the mother and father,
a dream come true.
Graduation Day!
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Happy Day
 
A Happy Day
Wishing you a happy day
One that brings you many smiles
All along the way
And leaves you feeling good
inside
For this is what I pray
‘Cause someone as special as you
Deserves lifes every luxury
For all the love and joy you bring
To grateful people like me.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Happy New Year Wish
 
Happy New Year Wish
My Happy New Year wish for you
Is for your best year yet,
A year where life is peaceful,
And what you want, you get.
A year in which you cherish
The past year’s memories,
And live your life each new day,
Full of bright expectancies.
I wish for you a holiday
With happiness galore;
And when it’s done, I wish you
Happy New Year, and many more.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Happy Summer Days
 
Happy Summer Days
Tinkling wind chimes
Soaring kites
Scenes of Summmer
Long, balmy nights
Aircraft against blue sky
Vapour trail writing
Lawn mowers buzzing
Barbecue lighting
Fun bouncy castles
Families out biking
Backpacks on
Walking and hiking
Splishing and splashing
Paddling pool or beach
Summer fruit tasting
Berries, kiwi and peach
Ice cream and soda
Picnics by streams
A slow game of cricket
On small village greens
A punt on the river
Or sail out to sea
Windsurf or kitesurf
Happy Summer Days
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Happy Today
 
Happy Today
Happy today
That's how I'll stay
Sadness, despair
I don't care to share
In misery and moaning
In sighing and groaning
Happy today
This is my way
Smiles and kind words
Listening to birds
Feel sunshine inside
Self-esteem and pride
Happy today
Take time to play
Lunch with a friend
Go shopping and spend
Time for yourself
Tme on your health
Happy today
Self-love is the way
Try yoga or meditate
A crossword or cogitate
On poems and rhyme
Or the passing of time.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Hope
 
'Hope' is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul
And sings the tune without the
words
And never stops at all,
And sweetest in the gale is
heard;
And sore must be the storm
That could abash the little bird
That kept so many warm.
I've heard it in the chillest land
And on the strangest sea,
Yet never, in extremity,
It asked a crumb of me.
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Hope Of Loving
 
What keeps us alive, what allows
us to endure?
I think it is the hope of loving,
or being loved.
I heard a fable once about the
sun going on a journey
to find its source, and how the
moon wept
without her lover’s
warm gaze.
We weep when light does not
reach our hearts. We wither
like fields if someone close
does not rain their
kindness
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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Hope Of Luving
 
What keeps us alive, what allows
us to endure?
I think it is the hope of loving,
or being loved.
I heard a fable once about the
sun going on a journey
to find its source, and how the
moon wept
without her lover’s
warm gaze.
We weep when light does not
reach our hearts. We wither
like fields if someone close
does not rain their
kindness
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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I Could Not Be Done
 
Somebody said that it couldn't be
done,
But, he with a chuckle replied
That 'maybe it couldn't' but he
would be one
Who wouldn't say so till he'd
tried.
So he buckled right in with the
trace of a grin
On his face. If he worried he hid
it.
He started to sing as he tackled
the thing
That couldn't be done, as he did
it.
Somebody scoffed: 'Oh, you'll
never do that;
At least no one we know has
done it';
But he took off his coat and he
took off his hat,
And the first thing we knew he'd
begun it.
With a lift of his chin and a bit of
a grin,
Without any doubting or quiddit,
He started to sing as he tackled
the thing
That couldn't be done, and he
did it.
There are thousands to tell you it
cannot be done,
There are thousands to prophesy
failure;
There are thousands to point out
to you, one by one,
The dangers that wait to assail
you.
But just buckle right in with a bit
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of a grin,
Just take off your coat and go to
it;
Just start to sing as you tackle
the thing
That cannot be done, and you'll
do it
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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I Love U
 
love you like I love a day
when everything goes right
I love you like I love to lay
and watch the stars at night
I love you like I love the rain
its lustful calm embrace
I love you like I love to laugh
until it hurts my face
I love you like I love to drive
with no real destination
I love you like I love the thrill
of pure infatuation
But most of all I love you like
I love a cherished friend
Who holds me tight, dries my
tears
and loves me to the end
 
akingbehin daniel murphy
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I Luv U
 
When we first were truly
acquainted,
I nearly fainted.
You were everything I was
looking for,
and even more.
A couple months later you asked
me out,
I gratefully accepted without a
doubt.
Now you mean the world to me,
I know we are meant to be.
I think about you day and night,
Never wanting you to leave my
sight.
The first time we kissed...
Oh what wonderful bliss!
I love you more than I can ever
express,
Your my first love that I confess.
I will always remember the way
we held hands,
The way you never gave me any
demands.
Your an angel that God sent to
me,
If only we could forever be.
I don't ever want our
relationship to be through.
Hopefully we never have to say a
final 'I love you'
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If There's
 
If There's
If there's one face I want to see,
so beautiful, so true,
one smile that makes a
difference,
to everything I do.
If there's one touch I long to feel,
one voice I long to hear,
whenever I am happy,
or just needing someone near.
If there's one joy, one love,
from which I never want to part,
it's you, my very special love,
my world, my life, my heart.
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In D New Year
 
n The New Year
In the New Year,
we wish you the best year you’ve
ever had,
and that each New Year
will be better than the last.
May you realize your fondest
dreams
and take time to recognize and
enjoy
each and every blessing.
Happy New Year,
And many more!
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In Need Of A Friend
 
I'm in need of a friend.
A friend that I can trust
A friend that I can see and talk to
everyday
A friend that will help me
through my problems
A friend that I will feel
comfortable telling everything to
A friend that I can cry on when
I'm in need of a shoulder
A friend that can be there for me
all the times and not back down
A friend like no other
A friend that I never had
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It's A Brand New Day
 
It's a brand new day
Leave back all your worries and
troubles of yesterday,
Make yourself a silent promise to
make today a better day.
Now my dear friend, a brand
new day lays ahead of you,
Face it with pride, because it is a
gift and is totally new.
May all your goals and ambitions
for the day be set,
I wish you have an amazing day
and a night without regrets.
Good morning buddy. Have a
grand day!
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It's Perfect
 
It's perfect, and touches me deep
First thing in the morning, when
I hear you speak
And last thing at night as you bid
me sweet dreams
The brush of your lips lets me
know what you mean
And all of the hours that pass
through the day
Those spent together and when
you're away
I think of you always, imagine
your touch
Think how to show you, I love
you so much
So when we're apart, and you
long for me near
Just try to remember, you're
already here
For deep in my heart, where no
one can see
You'll be forever, together we'll
be
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Keep Smiling
 
KEEP SMILING!
If at times you feel you
want to cry
And life seems such a
trial
Above the clouds there's
a bright blue sky
So make your tears a
smile.
As you travel on life's
way
With its many ups and
downs
Remember its quite true
to say
One smile is worth a
dozen frowns.
Among the worlds
expensive things
A smile is very cheap
And when you give a
smile away,
You get one back to
keep.
Happiness comes at
times to all
But sadness comes
unbidden
And sometimes a few
tears must fall
Among the laughter
hidden.
So when friends have
sadness on their face
And troubles round them
piled
The world will seem a
better place
And all because you
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smiled.
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Let Dance
 
There was a girl named Marie
Oh she loved to dance
When she went out
All the boys wanted her
She would glide
From side to side
Never a care not one
Then one day a boy
Started poking fun
Well she danced and danced
But then found she grew tired
All that poking it seems
Gave here a spare tire
Well soon the tire was gone
and little Mary took on
The dancing for her mom
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Love
 
Love is not a thing to
understand.
Love is not a thing to feel.
Love is not a thing to give and
receive.
Love is a thing only to become
And eternally be.
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Love Its Perfect
 
It's perfect, and touches me deep
First thing in the morning, when
I hear you speak
And last thing at night as you bid
me sweet dreams
The brush of your lips lets me
know what you mean
And all of the hours that pass
through the day
Those spent together and when
you're away
I think of you always, imagine
your touch
Think how to show you, I love
you so much
So when we're apart, and you
long
if u want continue reading cal +2348167434065
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Morning
 
Morning brings hope
A day, however good or bad, has
gone by,
Now it is the time to look at the
bright blue sky.
The sea that gleams with the
light of the shining sun,
and birds that chirp with pride,
ask us to join in the fun.
Morning is a God's way of
reminding all of us,
That love and hope still exists in
the world.
Good morning dear. Have a lovely
day!
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Morning Poem
 
Morning Poem
Every morning
the world
is created.
Under the orange
sticks of the sun
the heaped
ashes of the night
turn into leaves again
and fasten themselves to the
high branches -
and the ponds appear
like black cloth
on which are painted islands
of summer lilies.
If it is your nature
to be happy
you will swim away along the
soft trails
for hours, your imagination
alighting everywhere.
And if your spirit
carries within it
the thorn
that is heavier than lead -
if it's all you can do
to keep on trudging -
there is still
somewhere deep within you
a beast shouting that the earth
is exactly what it wanted -
each pond with its blazing lilies
is a prayer heard and answered
lavishly,
every morning,
whether or not
you have ever dared to be happy,
whether or not
you have ever dared to pray.
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Murphy Creative Wears
 
We've got
it good! MURPHY CREATIVE WEARz,
we offer GENUINE PACKAGES,
such as customized t-shirt, jersey
etc.
Whether you're looking for a
cheaper sowing of t-
shirt, sport wears, printing
or creating of logo at an
afordable rate, etc., we make it
happen every  us on
+2348167434065, +2348135020291
or u can email us at
murphycreativewears@
or l@
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My 1st Luv
 
When we first were truly
acquainted,
I nearly fainted.
You were everything I was
looking for,
and even more.
A couple months later you asked
me out,
I gratefully accepted without a
doubt.
Now you mean the world to me,
I know we are meant to be.
I think about you day and night,
Never wanting you to leave my
sight.
The first time we kissed...
Oh what wonderful bliss!
I love you more than I can ever
express,
Your my first love that I confess.
I will always remember the way
we held hands,
The way you never gave me any
demands.
Your an angel that God sent to
me,
If only we could forever be.
I don't ever want our
relationship to be through.
Hopefully we never have to say a
final 'I love you'
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My Sweet Lady
 
My sweet lady you!
When I first met you,
I was all in a trance,
I told you my secrets,
you told me yours.
I bet you thought I'd never love
you, ,
who would have thought.
We would be more than just
friends,
I got to know the real person
you.
A soul so caring, a soul so dear,
with a heart so true, your love so
pure.
You are the wings that fly me to
the moon,
I'll never leave, I'll rather stay,
Because of the feelings, I have
for you.
You'remy shining star, in life's
blue sky,
and sometimes, I wonder, is this
all so true?
So I've decided,
time will tell.
If we're to be,
Time will reveal, what lies ahead.
But always remember,
what I am saying.
Meeting you, has changed my life,
I truly love you.
the feelings I feel, I feel for you,
I'll never let you go.
I need you so,
you'll always be, my sweet lady,
''you''!
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Perplexity
 
Perplexity
Sailing through the sea
Dancing in the wind
Listening to the music play
from a distant town around
Still on the seat of wonder as
I try to discern the ‘forest' of
my thought
Lying in the cool arms of
time and sailing through the
dew of thought
I realize; but sometimes……
There you came; though you
walked your way but I was
caught captive
Yes, yes I knew that if God
endorses that someday I will
find you
But it was my last
expectation to see you soon
I cried, yes I cried because
you threw me in a state of
confusion
Though I expected joy, but
‘joy' came to steal my joy
But; is this really you or
apparition?
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Priceless Friend
 
Priceless Friend
Whenever I stumble
Whenever I fall
Whenever I need a friend
You always answer my call
You are always there for me
You’ve never let me down
You’ve always shown sincerity
Eased my fears and erased my
frown
You are a priceless friend
One I dearly value
And I am so thankful
For everything you do
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Rays Of Roses
 
Rays of Roses
I love with breeze and
shadows that cools the jewel
back
Where she lays her head
under the rose tree cuddled
by the sun
She sparked a glow in me
She said her name was
&quot;senorita&quot; and I said she's
‘sunshine'.
Even though she smiled, she
seemed more than magic cos
she has a face only the sun
can explain
Her lips were full like wine-
pitcher a queen's hip I
cannot swing
Awaiting a lip I cannot kiss
even when the blood is hot
Sometimes I wait for the
sorrows of the marrow
Sometimes I cannot let my
heart sing a love I cannot
share, a deal I cannot seal
She said it was only time for
mist to haste into dawn
But sometimes I fear as I
wait the thrills of tomorrow
cos even home is barking
only for my security
Will I ever kiss your lips?
sometimes I ask…… well this
is only Romeo's heart
oh that silent whisper: when
will it be day time? Daytime
forevermore
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Reflection
 
Reflections
Gazing into the waters, I saw
myself at the edge of a pond
I gazed at my reflection, it gazed
at me, I felt an eternal bond;
I saw my own image, was a
mirage, a creature water bound
It saw a mirage craning over it, a
creature bound to the ground.
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Saint
 
Saint & Philosopher
The bowl that floats on the
ocean, can only the waters
crown,
The sieve that tastes the waters,
in the ocean will drown
The philosopher who describes
love and truth is but an empty
crown
The Saint who embraces truth
and love will gladly drown.
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She Walks In Beauty
 
'She walks in beauty, like the
night
Of cloudless climes and starry
skies;
And all that's best of dark and
bright
Meet in her aspect and her eyes:
Thus mellowed to the tender
light
Which heaven to gaudy day
denies.
One shade the more, one ray the
less,
Had half impaired the nameless
grace
Which waves in every raven tress,
Or softly lightens o'er her face;
Where thoughts serenely sweet
express
How pure, how dear their
dwelling place.
And on that cheek, and o'er that
brow,
So soft, so calm, yet eloquent,
But tell of days in goodness
spent,
A mind at peace with all below,
A heart whose love is innocent!
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Sleep
 
Sleep
Though wakefulness my domain
In sleep I remain,
For wakefulness is sleep
One shallow and one deep.
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Smiling
 
SMILING
Smiling is infectious,
you catch it like the flu.
When someone smiled at me
today
I started smiling too.
I passed around the corner,
and someone saw my grin.
When he smiled I realized,
I'd passed it on to him.
I thought about that smile,
then I realized its worth.
A single smile just like mine,
could travel round the earth.
So, if you feel a smile begin,
don't leave it undetected.
Let's start an epidemic quick,
and get the world infected!
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The Begger
 
The Beggar & the Tourist
I saw an old man lying by the
side of the street starring into
oblivion
What a simple existence,
purposeless and futile my
opinion
He saw a young man busily
running around in futile pursuit
Only to fulfill what he was taught,
someone's ideal to suite
I see the existence of a beggar,
idle and senseless
He sees the life of a slave,
brainwashed and defenseless.
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The Flame
 
I'm standing in front of the silent
grave,
looking at your name, carved in
the stone.
A cold wind is swinging
branches of pines
in the dark graveyard without
any light.
Obscure clouds are overcastting
the skies,
restraining their sadness over
this sight.
Beside me, there's a candle on
the grave.
Its flame is floating over the gray
stone,
making mystic shapes, filling me
with fears,
flying as far as it can, hurrying on
its way,
leaving me lost and afraid, alone
in tears
like every shiny light you've taken
away.
The snowflakes are falling over
the grave.
Your name is disappearing from
the stone.
The fragile flame doesn't shine
anymore.
The last light of my life has
abandoned me,
following you up to the Heaven's
shore
to swim with you in the Paradise
sea.
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The One And Only
 
The One and Only You
by akingbehin daniel murphy
 
I want you to remember
Those good old days
Those days of happiness
When everything went your way
I want you to cherish these
memories
I don't want you to let them go
And I hope they make you happy
As they did so long ago
I wish I could comfort you
Shield you from life's pain
I wish I could just give you
everything
You definitely deserve something
to gain
You've always told me not to give
up
Well here is a lesson for you
If you ever need me, call
That is all you have to do
You've been through so much
these days
I'm sure God has something
planned out
But in order to see it
You cannot be blinded by doubt
So help me help you
Tell me everything you're going
through
Let go of all these troubles
Because the more you hold on
the more it doubles
Please, I can see your smile
fading
I can hear your voice crack
You may not be near
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But you know I got your back
In the past I wasn't always there
Give me a chance this time
I swear on my life I'll be right
beside you
To save the emptiness in your
mind
With your heart so fragile
With your soul so true
This is a tribute
To the one and only you
So smile your gorgeous smile
Walk with your chin held high
Get up off the ground
Don't let your dreams die
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The Travelerz
 
I travel with my eyes,
Watching those silently cry,
Asking themselves the question
why,
Someone left them without
saying goodbye;
I travel with my thoughts,
I travel with my pen;
To write about children, women
and men;
I travel with my voice,
I travel with my hope,
That something new, would
spring into my horoscope,
Whether in Asia, America or
Europe,
There'll always be something
interesting to scope;
I travel to many different places,
Mix with many races,
Identify tribesmen by their faces,
And little girls by their laces,
I travel without money,
So, please listen to my testimony,
The good, the bad and even the
ugly,
Every experience is worth life's
journey,
For I'll always be marvelled,
When ever I travel.
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The Way U Make Me Feel
 
The Way You Make Me Feel -
I can't believe
the way you
actually make me
feel,
You make me so
happy that I
can't believe it
is real,
All the times
when we talk you
make me have a
huge smile,
When we stop
talking I still
think of you for
along while,
I wish we could
get closer
because you make
me feel great,
You make me smile
early in the day
and until it gets
late,
It's the things
you say to me and
the special looks
on your face,
Since you make me
so happy I have
put you in a
special place,
That place is my
heart and there
you will always
be known,
I can't wait
until i talk to
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you on the
computer or the
phone,
You can make me
smile from the
way you walk or
stand,
It's the little
things you do; I
don't know if you
understand,
You are so sweet
and beautiful I
don't believe
your real,
I have to thank
you for it all
and that' show
you make me feel!
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The White Cotton
 
WHITE OF COTTON
Oh, the white of cotton sheets,
the perfect edge, the perfect
pleats
The dreary walls, the lonely halls,
the soft excruciating calls
I always gladly stood by you
through every test they put you
through
The chemicals, the painful nights,
the nightmare dreams and
stinging bites
But when I saw you lying there
so thin and weak, no voice, no
hair
Your chest, your head, your
thinning back were left in
radiation black
My eyes were not prepared to
view this dying man, this other
you
Who lived with me beneath blue
sky, and now a man too weak to
cry
And oh, the white of cotton
sheets, the tubes and needles,
rhythmic beats
Metallic bed, metallic sound, a
skimpy robe they tied around
My heart was not prepared to
see you tugging chains to set
you free
And oh, how much your eyes
beseech a nurse's button out of
reach
Never had I seen on earth
discomfort's torture on a berth
With sheets of alabaster white,
with ends and corners tucked in
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tight
Your rose was but a thorny bush,
a button there too weak to push
And all your pain I took as mine,
til morphine's regulation time
A bowl of soup you could not eat,
disturbing words you could not
speak
A skeleton between the threads
of sheets of white on metal beds
And every player played his part,
but no one had prepared my
heart
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Thinking Of U Always
 
Thinking Of You
© akingbehin daniel murphy
I thought of you today but that's
nothing new
I thought about you yesterday
and the day before that too
for every day good or bad you'll
always be in my head
I hope you've understood
everything I've said
this isn't just a joke or a silly lie
I'd never do anything to make
you wanna cry
I'm sorry if I do something to
make you really mad
it only comes back and makes me
really sad
I really do love you and
everything you are
I hope this relationship gets
really far
I'll never get you out I simply
don't know how
in fact I'm thinking of you right
about now
you're everything I need and
everything to me
you know exactly who you are
and what you want to be
you always make me smile just
by being there
I hope you know how much I
really do care
every time I think of you my
stomach seems to twist
This is why I love you, I've made
a huge list
the list goes on forever and
never will it end
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neither will our relationship you'll
always be my friend
not just a simple friend but a
special friend at that
I want to spend my whole life
with you
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Thinking Of You
 
I thought of you today but that's
nothing new
I thought about you yesterday
and the day before that too
for every day good or bad you'll
always be in my head
I hope you've understood
everything I've said
this isn't just a joke or a silly lie
I'd never do anything to make
you wanna cry
I'm sorry if I do something to
make you really mad
it only comes back and makes me
really sad
I really do love you and
everything you are
I hope this relationship gets
really far
I'll never get you out I simply
don't know how
in fact I'm thinking of you right
about now
you're everything I need and
everything to me
you know exactly who you are
and what you want to be
you always make me smile just
by being there
I hope you know how much I
really do care
every time I think of you my
stomach seems to twist
This is why I love you, I've made
a huge list
the list goes on forever and
never will it end
neither will our relationship you'll
always be my friend
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not just a simple friend but a
special friend at that
I want to spend my whole life
with you
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Too Late
 
TOO LATE
I didn't know I loved you
Until you went away.
I didn't much think of you
Up to that final day.
The music that was you
I only noticed when it stopped.
I didn't take the time to
Tell you that I cared a lot.
My love of life went with you
Too late for me to say
I didn't know how much I loved
you
Until the day you went away.
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U Can Count On Me
 
You Can Count On Me
You can count on me
To be there for you
To lend a hand
To be a friend
No matter what
You’re going through
I’ll always be there
No matter the time
Night or day
Because I care
And that’s the way
Friendship should be
When you’re good friends
Like you and me
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U'Ll Always B Mine
 
Its not supposed to be this way
i just want you in my arms
i dont think ill be okay
it hurts so bad in my heart
i never thought id see a day
i cried myself to sleep
but then again i never thought
i could love someone this deep
my love for you cant be
described
words and thoughts never could
but if i had to give up my life for
u
baby you know i would
i know all this pain will disappear
when i can look into your eyes
i love u with all my heart and
more
just promise youll always be
mine
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Wake Up
 
Wake up, its morning
The sun over head is shinning
out bright,
The birds are chirping a lot in the
light.
It is time to wave sayonara to
your bed,
And 'Wake up my dearest friend'
I said!
Have a good morning!
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When D Hours Of The Were Numbered
 
When the hours of Day are
numbered,
And the voices of the Night
Wake the better soul, that
slumbered,
To a holy, calm delight;
Ere the evening lamps are
lighted,
And, like phantoms grim and tall,
Shadows from the fitful firelight
Dance upon the parlor wall;
Then the forms of the departed
Enter at the open door;
The beloved, the true-hearted,
Come to visit me once more;
He, the young and strong, who
cherished
Noble longings for the strife,
By the roadside fell and perished,
Weary with the march of life!
They, the holy ones and weakly,
Who the cross of suffering bore,
Folded their pale hands so
meekly,
Spake with us on earth no more!
And with them the Being
Beauteous,
Who unto my youth was given,
More than all things else to love
me,
And is now a saint in heaven.
With a slow and noiseless
footstep
Comes that messenger divine,
Takes the vacant chair beside me,
Lays her gentle hand in mine.
And she sits and gazes at me
With those deep and tender eyes,
Like the stars, so still and saint-
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like,
Looking downward from the
skies.
Uttered not, yet comprehended,
Is the spirit's voiceless prayer,
Soft rebukes, in blessings ended,
Breathing from her lips of air.
Oh, though oft depressed and
lonely,
All my fears are laid aside,
If I but remember only
Such as these have lived and
died!
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When I Luk Into Ur Eyes
 
When I look into your eyes, I am
nothing but surprised.
I know about your past and how
it didn't last,
How you got hurt, burnt, Abused
and used,
and i bet your confused.
You deserve better, if not always
and forever.
You said you didn't care, But you
couldn't bare,
Isn't it such a scare.
Let me into your life and Ill show
you that I care.
Like an endless dream Ill always
be there.
I know your busy but please
make time.
Working so much should be a
crime.
You need time alone, and some
time to think,
Let your feelings out why having
a drink.
Forget about the past and look to
the future,
I know your not ready, and I'm
not trying to push you,
Just wanted to let you know that
ill always be with you.
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Who Do I
 
What do I do, now I've reached
the edge?
The cliff is steep to the plain
below.
Miles upon miles of emptry air
And no hand will I hold, but your
hand
and you are not there!
What do I do when smothering
black
Of night engulfs me... coldly dark
So dark I tingle with sudden fear
No arms do I need but your arms
And you are not there!
What do I do with a life that tells
the end of the world in a
darkened mist
But still must keep senselessly on
No love keeps my heart, but your
love
And you... you are gone!
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